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 Global oil prices mildly gained after a report released by Baker 
Hughes showed that the number of active US oil rigs fell by 9 to 834 
last week. Gains were limited however, following the release of a 
series of weak economic data from the US, China and the Eurozone 
raised concerns on global energy demand. Brent crude rose 1.03% 
WoW to USD65.74/bbl, while WTI crude gained 0.48% WoW, closing 
at USD56.07/bbl. 

 US Treasury yields fell on dovish expectations from central banks amid 
weak economic data. US yields fell 7.22 bps on average, while the 10-year 
was down 12.46 bps to end at 2.63%. 

 German bund yields slid as overall demand for government papers rose 
as investors worry about the global eocnomy. Concerns rose as ECB cut 
its GDP growth forecast for 2019. On average, yields declined 7.22 bps 
WoW, with the 10-year dropping 11.40 bps to 0.07%. 

 Japanese bond yields declined following the trend in yields globally as 
concerns over the global economy grew. On average, yields fell by 0.38 
bps WoW with the 10-year dropping 2.6 bps to -0.039% 

 Key events that transpired during the week: 

 ECB cut its GDP forecast for 2019 from 1.7% to 1.1%. The 
institution also announced new measures to stimulate Europe's 
economy. 

 Chinese exports dropped 20.7% YoY in February 

 US Nonfarm Payroll data indicates that the US added 20k jobs 
versus estimate of 180k; with the unemployment rate estimated at 
3.8%, while average hourly earnings rose 3.4% YoY 

 

 

 US equities ended lower after a brief rally following news of the US 
and China reaching the final stages of a trade deal. Market players 
were bombarded with a series of anemic economic data, starting with 
a weak US construction figure (Act.:-0.6%YoY, Exp.:+0.2%YoY), 
leading up to a weak US nonfarm payrolls figure (Act.:20k, Exp:180k) 
at the end of the week. The DJIA closed at 25,450.24 (-2.21% WoW) 
while the S&P 500 closed at 2,743.07 (-2.16% WoW). 

 European equities slid as European Central Bank (ECB) cut its GDP 
forecast for 2019 from 1.7% to 1.1%. This, together with weak 
economic data globally, stoked fears over the global economy. The 
MSCI Europe closed at 125.10 (-0.98% WoW). 

 Asian equities declined on global risk-off sentiment due to weak 
economic data. It was reported that Chinese exports dropped 20.7% 
YoY in February, the biggest drop in three years. The MSCI APxJ 
ended at 514.68 (-1.86% WoW). 

Global equities edged lower as a flurry of weaker-than-expected economic data sparked concerns over a global growth slowdown. 
Yields fell as investors rushed towards government paper, with dovish expectations from the central banks amid anemic economic 
data. Meanwhile, oil prices managed to rise despite concerns on global energy demand. 
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The local equity market rallied on a better-than-expected inflation figure, while local yields fell amid near-term expectation that the 
BSP may cut its policy rate and/or lower its reserve requirement for banks. Lastly, the Philippine Peso weakened on Euro weakness 
following the ECB's downward revision of its GDP estimate. 
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 The Philippine Peso weakened on the dimmer outlook of the ECB 
that revised its gross domestic product forecast for the European 
economy downwards to 1.1% (from 1.7%.). The USD/PHP closed at 
52.25 (+1.06% WoW). 

 The Euro weakened against the greenback on dovish comments 
from the ECB on holding its policy rate and its planned stimulus 
program for the year. The EUR/USD pair closed at 1.1235 (-1.14% 
WoW). 

 The Philippine Stock Exchange Index (PSEi) rose given a lower 
February inflation rate at 3.8% and the expansionary policy stance of 
newly appointed BSP Governor Benjamin Diokno. The PSEi closed at 
7,797.11 (+2.03% WoW). 

 The top performer of the week was BDO Unibank, Inc. (PSE Ticker: 
BDO) which rose 7.77% WoW amidst news that the bank is focusing 
more on its core business of equipment leasing and finance. Meanwhile, 
Semirara Mining and Power Corp. (PSE Ticker: SCC) was the worst 
performer as negative sentiment over its disappointing earnings (15% 
YoY decline in consolidated net income) continued.  
 

 Key events that transpired during the week: 
 Bloombery Resorts Corp. (PSE ticker: BLOOM) posted net 

income growth of 18% to Php7.17 billion last year, primarily driven  
by the gaming business from its flagship Solaire Resort & Casino 
along Manila Bay. Consolidated net revenue reached Php38.22 
billion (+16% YoY) and EBITDA reached Php14.89 billion (+21%) 
last year.  

 PLDT Inc. (PSE ticker: TEL) plans to spend a record high of 
Php78.4 billion in 2019, Php20 billion larger than last year's budget, 
mainly to boost its fixed-line network and mobile business. For 
2019, PLDT is targeting Php26 billion in telco core earnings (not 
including Voyager Innovations operations), higher than the Php24.4 
billion last year. In a PSE disclosure, PLDT reported net income of 
Php18.9 billion in 2018, up 41% YoY, and total revenues of 
Php157.4 billion, up 3% YoY. 
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 Local fixed income yields fell as markets are rallied on expectations that 
the Central Bank will be cutting its benchmark rates and the banks' reserve 
requirement  ratio in the near-term and as continued optimism over BSP 
Governor Diokno's expansionary policy stance. On average, yields fell 12.52 
bps. 
 

 Key events that happened during the week:  
 Budget Secretary Benjamin E. Diokno was appointed as the new 

Governor of Bangko Sentral Pilipinas (BSP), succeeding the late 
Governor Espenilla. He will serve the remainder of his predecessor's 
six-year term ending in July 2023.   

 The Philippines Statistics Authority (PSA) reported that inflation last 
month was at 3.8%, better-than-expected and showing inflation eased 
for the fourth straight month, atrributed to milder increases in prices of 
food and beverages. 
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